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’ INTRODUCTION

Mixed 3d/4f metal cluster chemistry has been attracting
intense interest during the last several years. There are many
different reasons for this, including the aesthetically pleasing
structures that many such molecular clusters possess, but the
main reason is their relevance to nanoscale magnetic materials.
Thus, polynuclear 3d/4f complexes have been investigated in the
field of molecule-based magnets and single-molecule magnets
(SMMs) as an alternative to homometallic transition metal
compounds.1 SMMs are individual molecules that can function
as nanoscale magnetic particles below a blocking temperature
and represent a molecular approach to nanomagnetism. The
magnetic behavior of SMMs results from the combination of a
large ground spin state (S) with a large and negative Ising (easy-
axis) type of magnetoanisotropy, as measured by the axial zero-
field splitting parameter, D. Most trivalent lanthanides possess
large single-ion anisotropy, and the strategy has been to take
advantage of this to target 3d/4f SMMs distinctly different from
the homometallic 3d ones. Indeed, the first 3d/4f SMM was a
Cu2Tb2 complex in 2004,2 and the first Mn/Ln SMM was a
Mn6Dy6 complex in the same year,3 both exhibiting out-of-phase
ac magnetic susceptibility signals. Also in 2004 were reported
Mn11Ln4 SMMs,4 the initial examples of 3d/4f SMMs exhibit-
ing hysteresis and QTM.5 Many other Mn/Ln SMMs have sub-
sequently been reported, includingMn21Dy,

6aMn12Gd,
6bMn11Gd2,

7a

Mn5Ln4,
7b and Mn9Dy8.

7c Only in a few cases have these species
been amenable to elucidation of the magnitudes of their intra-
molecular exchange interactions and a resulting rationalization of how
these lead to the observed ground state S value. The reasons for
this include (i) the often high nuclearity of these molecules and the
consequently large number of pairwise exchange interactions (Jij)
present, many of which are competing and lead to spin frustration
effects, (ii) the weak nature of the Mn�Ln and Ln�Ln exchange
interactions due to the nature of the 4f orbitals, and (iii) spin�
orbit coupling effects, which complicate magnetic susceptibility fits
for polynuclear systems.8 We have thus been on the lookout for
additional examples of smaller Mn/Ln complexes for such analyses.

Several synthetic strategies have been employed by molecular
chemists in the search for new structural types of Mn/Ln
complexes. Such strategies usually rely on the use of small flexible
ligands such as carboxylates (RCO2

�). As a result, reactions in
the absence of carboxylates have been poorly explored as a route
to mixed Mn/Ln complexes.3,9 With this in mind, we decided to
investigate carboxylate-free reactions for the synthesis of Mn/Ln
compounds and to use 2-(hydroxymethyl)pyridine (hmpH; see
Scheme 1), whose deprotonated form is an excellent N,O-
chelating and bridging ligand. In addition, hmpH belongs to
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ABSTRACT: The initial employment of 2-(hydroxymethyl)pyridine for the
synthesis of Mn/Ln (Ln = lanthanide) andMn/Y clusters, in the absence of an
ancillary organic ligand, has afforded a family of tetranuclear [MnIII2M

III
2-

(OH)2(NO3)4(hmp)4(H2O)4](NO3)2 (M=Dy, 1; Tb, 2; Gd, 3; Y; 4) anionic
compounds. 1�4 possess a planar butterfly (or rhombus) core and are rare
examples of carboxylate-free Mn/Ln andMn/Y clusters. Variable-temperature
dc and ac studies established that 1 and 2, which contain highly anisotropic
LnIII atoms, exhibit slow relaxation of their magnetization vector. Fitting of the
obtainedmagnetization (M) versus field (H) and temperature (T) data for 3 by
matrix diagonalization and including only axial anisotropy (zero-field splitting,
ZFS) showed the ground state to be S = 3. Complex 4 has an S = 0 ground state.
Fitting of the magnetic susceptibility data collected in the 5�300 K range for 3
and 4 to the appropriate van Vleck equations revealed, as expected, extremely
weak antiferromagnetic interactions between the paramagnetic ions; for 3, J1 = �0.16(2) cm�1 and J2 = �0.12(1) cm�1 for the
MnIII 3 3 3MnIII and MnIII 3 3 3Gd

III interactions, respectively. The S = 3 ground state of 3 has been rationalized on the basis of the
spin frustration pattern in the molecule. For 4, J = �0.75(3) cm�1 for the MnIII 3 3 3MnIII interaction. Spin frustration effects in 3
have been quantitatively analyzed for all possible combinations of sign of J1 and J2.
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the family of pyridine-based alkoxide ligands that often support
ferromagnetic coupling between the metal atoms and have thus
yielded several polynuclear 3d metal clusters with large S values
and SMM properties.10 In 3d/4f chemistry, hmpH has been
poorly investigated but yielded the interesting family of dinuclear
CuIILnIII (Ln = Tb, Gd, La) compounds, the TbIII analogue of
which possesses SMM behavior.11 It has also been used in mixed
3d/3d chemistry,12 but it has not been employed to date inmixed
Mn/Ln or Mn/Y chemistry. We herein report a systematic
investigation of the Mn2+/M3+/hmpH/OH� (M = Dy, Tb,
Gd, Y) reaction system, which has yielded a family of tetranuclear
MnIII2M

III
2 compounds with a planar-butterfly (or rhombus)

core. The syntheses, structural, and detailed magnetic properties
of these compounds are described.

’EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Syntheses. All manipulations were performed under aerobic con-
ditions using materials (reagent grade) and solvents as received. Caution!
Although no such behavior was observed during the present work, perchlorate salts
are potentially explosive; such compounds should be synthesized and used in small
quantities and treated with utmost care at all times.
[Mn2Dy2(OH)2(NO3)4(hmp)4(H2O)4](NO3)2 (1). Method A.

To a stirred solution of hmpH (0.10 mL, 1.0 mmol) and NEt3
(0.14 mL, 1.0 mmol) in MeCN (25 mL) was added solid Mn-
(ClO4)2 3 6H2O (0.36 g, 1.0 mmol), which caused a rapid color change
to dark red. The mixture was stirred for a further 15 min, and then solid
Dy(NO3)3 3 6H2O (0.46 g, 1.0 mmol) was added under vigorous stirring.
The solution was stirred for a further 1 h and filtered, and the filtrate was
left undisturbed in an open flask. Slow evaporation of the solvent at room
temperature gave orange crystals of 1 32H2O 3MeCN, which were kept in
mother liquor for X-ray analysis or collected by filtration and dried under
vacuum for other solid-state studies. Yield: ∼60%. Dried solid analyzed as
1 33H2O. Anal. Calcd (Found): C, 20.60 (20.41); H, 2.88 (3.02); N, 10.01
(10.42). Selected IR data (KBr, cm�1): 3390mb, 2966w, 2877w, 1627w,
1489m, 1384m, 1311m, 1078s, 1031s, 885m, 816m, 744s, 625m, 566w, 463w.
Method B. To a colorless stirred solution of hmpH (0.10 mL, 1.0

mmol) and NEt3 (0.14 mL, 1.0 mmol) in MeCN (20 mL) was added a
solution of Mn(ClO4)2 3 6H2O (0.36 g, 1.0 mmol) and Dy(NO3)3 3
6H2O (0.46 g, 1.0 mmol) in MeCN (5 mL). The mixture was stirred
for 6 h, the resulting solution was filtered, and the filtrate was left
undisturbed in an open flask. Slow evaporation of the solvent at room
temperature gave orange crystals, which were collected by filtration,
washed with Et2O, and dried in vacuum. Yield:∼75%. The product was
identified by IR spectral comparison and elemental analysis as identical
with that from Method A. Anal. Calcd (Found) for 1 3 3H2O: C, 20.60
(20.32); H, 2.88 (3.10); N, 10.01 (10.23).
[Mn2Tb2(OH)2(NO3)4(hmp)4(H2O)4](NO3)2 (2). This complex

was prepared in the same manner (Method B) as complex 1 but using
Tb(NO3)3 3 6H2O (0.45 g, 1.0 mmol) in place of Dy(NO3)3 3 6H2O.
After 3 days, X-ray-quality orange prismatic crystals of 2 3 2H2O 3MeCN
were collected by filtration, washed with H2O (3 mL), MeCN (2 �
5 mL), and Et2O (2 � 5 mL), and dried under vacuum. Yield: ∼60%.

Dried solid analyzed as 2 3 2H2O. Anal. Calcd (Found): C, 20.97 (20.62);
H, 2.79 (2.50); N, 10.19 (10.60). Selected IR data (KBr, cm�1): 3413mb,
2960w, 2872w, 1631w, 1486m, 1384m, 1314m, 1079s, 1033s, 885m,
817m, 742s, 624m, 562w, 458w.
[Mn2Gd2(OH)2(NO3)4(hmp)4(H2O)4](NO3)2 (3). This complex

was prepared in the same manner (Method B) as complex 1 but using
Gd(NO3)3 36H2O (0.45 g, 1.0 mmol) in place of Dy(NO3)3 36H2O. After 3
days, X-ray-quality orange prismatic crystals of 3 32H2O 3MeCN were col-
lected by filtration, washed with H2O (3mL),MeCN (2� 5mL), and Et2O
(2� 5 mL), and dried under vacuum. Yield:∼60%. Dried solid analyzed as
3 32H2O. Anal. Calcd (Found): C, 21.03 (20.34); H, 2.79 (3.16); N, 10.22
(10.57). Selected IR data (KBr, cm�1): 3385mb, 2974w, 2874w, 1629w,
1490m, 1386m, 1313m, 1080s, 1029s, 885m, 819m, 744s, 625m, 568w, 466w.
[Mn2Y2(OH)2(NO3)4(hmp)4(H2O)4](NO3)2 (4). This complex

was prepared in the same manner (Method B) as complex 1 but using
Y(NO3)3 3 6H2O (0.38 g, 1.0 mmol) in place of Dy(NO3)3 3 6H2O. After
3 days, X-ray-quality orange prismatic crystals of 4 3 2H2O 3MeCN were
collected by filtration, washed with H2O (3 mL), MeCN (2 � 5 mL).
and Et2O (2 � 5 mL), and dried under vacuum. Yield: ∼80%. Dried
solid analyzed as 4 3 3H2O. Anal. Calcd (Found): C, 23.02 (23.41); H,
3.22 (3.38); N, 11.18 (10.83). Selected IR data (KBr, cm�1): 3394b,
2981w, 2879w, 1627w, 1494 m, 1386 m, 1314 m, 1080s, 1029s, 882 m,
818 m, 744s, 625 m, 571w, 464w.
X-ray Crystallography. Data were collected on a Siemens

SMART PLATFORM equipped with a CCD area detector and a
graphite monochromator utilizing Mo KR radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å).
Suitable crystals were attached to glass fibers using silicone grease and
transferred to a goniostat where they were cooled to 173 K for data
collection. Cell parameters for 1 3 2H2O 3MeCNwere refined using up to
8192 reflections. A full sphere of data (1850 frames) was collected using
the ω-scan method (0.3� frame width). The first 50 frames were
remeasured at the end of data collection to monitor instrument and
crystal stability (maximum correction on I was <1%). Absorption
corrections by integration were applied based on measured indexed
crystal faces. Crystal data and structure refinement parameters for
1 3 2H2O 3MeCN are listed in Table 1. An initial search of reciprocal

Scheme 1. Structure of (2-Hydroxymethyl)pyridine Table 1. Crystallographic Data for 1 3 2H2O 3MeCN

formulaa C24H38Dy2Mn2N10O30

fw, g mol�1 1381.52

cryst syst monoclinic

cpace group C2/c

a, Å 19.515(4)

b, Å 11.816(2)

c, Å 11.816(2)

β, deg 101.244(10)

V, Å3 4670.9 (5)

Z 4

T, K 100 (2)

radiation, Å b 0.71073

μ (mm�1) 3.795

measured reflns 46 836

unique reflns (Rint) 5372 (0.0498)

params refined 317

goodness-of-fit 1.446

R1
c,d 0.0414

wR2
c,e 0.0952

(ΔF)max/(ΔF)min (e Å
�3) 1.349 /�1.381

a Excluding disordered MeCN. bGraphite monochromator. c I > 2σ(I).
d R1 = Σ(|Fo| � |Fc|)/Σ(|Fo|).

e wR2 = [Σw(Fo
2 � Fc

2)2/Σw(Fo
2)2]1/2,

w = 1/[σ2(Fo
2) + [(ap)2 + bp], where p = [Fo

2 + 2Fc
2]/3.
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space for X 3 2H2O 3MeCN (X = 2, 3, and 4) revealed monoclinic cells
with dimensions identical with that of 1 3 2H2O 3MeCN; thus, full
solution of their crystal structures was not pursued.

The structure of 1 3 2H2O 3MeCN was solved by the direct methods
in SHELXTL613 and refined on F2 using full-matrix least-squares. The
non-H atoms were treated anisotropically, whereas the H atoms were
placed in calculated, ideal positions and refined as riding on their
respective C atoms. The asymmetric unit consists of one-half a Dy2Mn2
cluster on an inversion center, a NO3

� anion, an ordered water solvate
molecule, and an MeCN solvate molecule disordered against two partial
H2O molecules; the latter were too disordered to be modeled properly;
thus, the program SQUEEZE,14 part of the PLATON package of
crystallographic software, was used to calculate the solvent disorder
area and remove its contribution to the overall data. The protons of the
bridging OH� groups were freely refined; those of the H2O ligands were
obtained from a difference Fourier map and refined as riding on their
parent O atoms. A total of 317 parameters were refined in the final cycle
of refinement using 5187 reflections with I> 2σ(I) to yieldR1 andwR2 of
4.14 and 9.52%, respectively.
Other Studies.Microanalyses (C, H, N) were performed by the in-

house facilities of the Chemistry Department at the University of
Florida. FTIR spectra (400�4000 cm�1) were recorded on a Nicolet
Nexus 670 spectrometer with the samples as KBr pellets. Variable-
temperature dc and acmagnetic susceptibility data were collected using a
Quantum Design MPMS-XL SQUID magnetometer equipped with a
7 T magnet and operating in the 1.8�300 K range. The samples were
embedded in solid eicosane to prevent torquing. Pascal’s constants15

were used to estimate the diamagnetic corrections, which were sub-
tracted from the experimental susceptibilities to give the molar para-
magnetic susceptibilities (χM).

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Syntheses. Reaction of Mn(ClO4)2.6H2O with equimolar
amounts of hmpH, NEt3, and M(NO3)3.6H2O (M = Dy, 1; Tb,
2; Gd, 3; Y; 4) in MeCN afforded violet solutions from which
were subsequently isolated [Mn2M2(OH)2(NO3)4(hmp)4-
(H2O)4](NO3)2 3 2H2O 3MeCN in good yields (60�80%).

Only the full crystal structure of 1 3 2H2O 3MeCN was solved,
because unit cell determinations, IR spectra, and elemental
analyses indicated all the compounds to be isomorphous with
isostructural cations. Formation of 1�4 is summarized in eq 1

2Mn2þ þ 2M3þ þ 4hmpH þ 4NEt3 þ 4NO3
� þ 5H2O

þ 0:5O2 f
MeCN½Mn2M2ðOHÞ2ðhmpÞ4ðNO3Þ4ðH2OÞ4�2þ

þ 4HNEt3
þ ð1Þ

where atmospheric O2 is assumed to be the oxidizing agent to
generate MnIII from MnII, facilitated by the basic conditions
provided by NEt3; in the absence of NEt3, longer reaction times
are required to get a significant violet coloration and the yields of
the isolated products are much lower. On the other hand, greater
than 2 equiv of NEt3 does not alter the yield of product. 1�4
were also the only products we could isolate when other small
changes to the reaction conditions were explored, such as to the
reagent ratios, solvent, crystallization method, identity of the
base, and presence of NBu4MnO4 to possibly access higher
oxidation state products. The only effect was to affect the yield of
1�4 and lower slightly their crystallinity and/or purity.
Description of Structure. The structure of the [Mn2Dy2-

(OH)2(NO3)4(hmp)4(H2O)4]
2+ cation of 1 is shown in Figure 1.

Selected interatomic distances and angles are listed in Table 2.
Complex 1 3 2H2O 3MeCN crystallizes in the monoclinic space
group C2/c with the cation lying on an inversion center.
The cation possesses a [MnIII2Dy

III
2(μ3-OH)2]

10+ core consisting
of a Mn2Dy2 planar-butterfly (or rhombus) with the Mn atoms
at the body positions and each Mn2Dy triangular unit bridged
by a μ3-OH� ion (O3) lying 0.971 Å above the Mn2Dy plane.
The core is additionally monoatomically bridged at each
MnDy edge by the alkoxide O atom of an η1:η2:μ hmp� group,
which chelates a Mn atom. The structure of the core of 1 can
alternatively be described as two face-sharing incomplete cu-
banes, i.e., with a metal atom missing from one vertex of each
cubane. This defective-dicubane motif with a resulting M4

rhombus is relatively common in both homo- and heterometallic
cluster chemistry16�18 and often possesses a crystallographic
center of symmetry.
The Dy and Mn atoms are nine and six coordinate, respec-

tively. TheMn oxidation states and the protonation level of OH�

ions were suggested by the metric parameters and charge
considerations and confirmed by bond-valence sum (BVS)
calculations: the BVS values for Mn1 and O3 were 3.05 and
1.07, respectively, confirming a Mn3+ and OH� situation. In
addition, the MnIII atoms were clearly Jahn�Teller (JT) dis-
torted, taking the form of an axial elongation of the

Figure 1. Structure of the cation of 1. H atoms have been omitted for
clarity. The MnIII Jahn�Teller elongation axes are N2�Mn1�O3 and
its symmetry partner.

Table 2. Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (deg) for
Complex 1

Mn1 3 3 3Mn10 3.250(4) Dy1�O10 2.342(4)

Dy1 3 3 3Dy1
0 6.198(4) Mn1�O30 1.952(4)

Mn1�Dy1 3.574(4) Mn1�N1 2.043(5)

Dy1�O5 2.355(4) Mn1�N2 2.206(5)

Dy1�O6 2.490(4) Mn1�O1 1.877(4)

Dy1�O7 2.467(4) Mn1�O2 1.892(4)

Dy1�O9 2.499(4) Mn1�O3 2.249(4)

Dy1�O10 2.426(5)

Mn1�O3�Dy1 100.52(15) Mn1�O2�Dy1 114.47(17)

Mn1�O3�Mn10 101.09(17) Mn1�O1�Dy10 107.88(16)

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/ic2011106&iName=master.img-002.jpg&w=223&h=220
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N2�Mn1�O3 and its symmetry-related axis. Thus,
Mn1�N2 (2.206(5) Å) and Mn1�O3 (2.249(4) Å) are dis-
tinctly longer than the other four bonds (1.877(4)�2.043(5) Å).
The JT axes are aligned parallel as a result of the symmetry of the
cation.
The crystal structure of 1 3 2H2O 3MeCN is stabilized by many

O�H 3 3 3Ohydrogen bonds involving the hydroxo (O3), bound
(O4, O5) and solvate (O12) H2O groups, and NO3

� ligands as
well as NO3

� counterions; these are listed in Table 3. The NO3
�

counterions and the solvate water molecules form hydrogen-
bonded bridges between adjacent Mn2Dy2 cations to give a
network, but there are no hydrogen bonds directly between
metal-bound H2O or NO3

� ligands of one cation and metal-
bound ligands of a neighboring cation. Thus, there might be
exchange interactions between different Mn2Dy2 cations propa-
gated by the hydrogen-bonding network, but they should never-
theless be weak.
Complexes 1�4 are new additions to the small family of

Mn2Ln2 clusters possessing a rhombus or diamond-like core.16,17

They are the first Mn2Ln2 compounds with hmp� ligands, and in
fact, they are the first Mn/Ln and Mn/Y compounds of any type
to be obtained with hmp� ligands. In addition, as stated earlier,
previous Mn/Ln chemistry has been dominated by carboxylate-
containing species, and 1�4 are the first noncarboxylate Mn2Ln2
compounds and rare examples of carboxylate-free Mn/Ln clus-
ters of any type. It should be noted that the JT elongation axes in
μ3-OH

�-bridged 1�4 contain the OH� groups, which is dis-
tinctly different from the one known μ3-O

2�-bridged Mn2Gd2

complex where the JT axes avoid the Mn�O2� bonds,17c the
usually observed situation. This obviously leads to a differing
orientation of the MnIII dz2 magnetic orbital.
Magnetochemistry. Solid-state, variable-temperature dc

magnetic susceptibility (χM) data were collected on vacuum-
dried microcrystalline samples of complexes 1�4, suspended in
eicosane to prevent torquing, in the 5.0�300 K range in a 0.1 T
(1000Oe)magnetic field; they are shown in Figure 2 as χMT vsT
plots. For 1 3 3H2O, χMT steadily decreases with decreasing
temperature from 34.68 cm3 mol�1 K at 300 K to 28.30 cm3

mol�1 K at 20 K and then more rapidly to 15.36 cm3 mol�1 K at
5.0 K. The χMT at 300 K is very close to the 34.34 cm3 mol�1 K
calculated for two MnIII and two DyIII (6H15/2 free ion, S =

5/2,
L = 5, gJ = 4/3) noninteracting ions. For 2 3 2H2O, χMT at 300 K
is 29.89 cm3 Kmol�1, essentially equal to the 29.64 cm3 Kmol�1

calculated for two MnIII and two TbIII (7F6 free ion, S = 3, L = 3,
gJ = 3/2) noninteracting ions. It slowly decreases with decreasing
temperature down to 20 K and then more rapidly to 13.23 cm3 K
mol�1 at 5.0 K. For 3 3 2H2O, χMT steadily decreases with
decreasing temperature from 21.32 cm3 mol�1 K at 300 K to
17.54 cm3 mol�1 K at 20 K and then more rapidly to 10.44 cm3

mol�1 K at 5.0 K. The 300 K value is essentially equal to the spin-
only value of 21.75 cm3 mol�1 K for two MnIII and two GdIII

noninteracting ions. For 4 3 3H2O, the only paramagnetic ions are
the two MnIII centers, since YIII is diamagnetic. χMT at 300 K is
6.04 cm3mol�1 K, equal to the spin-only value of 6.00 cm3mol�1 K
for two MnIII noninteracting ions. It decreases only very slightly
with decreasing temperature to 4.73 cm3 mol�1 K at 20 K and
then more rapidly and is clearly heading for 0 cm3 mol�1 K at
lower temperatures, indicating an S = 0 ground state. For all
complexes, the χMT vs T profiles are consistent with all intra-
molecular exchange interactions being very weak and being
wholly or dominantly antiferromagnetic (AF) in nature.
The isotropic Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian describing the

exchange interactions within an M4 butterfly or rhombus topol-
ogy is given by eq 2

H ¼ � 2J1Ŝ1 3 Ŝ3 � 2J2ðŜ1 3 Ŝ2 þ Ŝ2 3 Ŝ3 þ Ŝ3 3 Ŝ4

þ Ŝ1 3 Ŝ4Þ ð2Þ
where J1 denotes the Mn 3 3 3Mn interaction between the ‘body’
Mn atoms and J2 denotes theMn 3 3 3M(M=Dy, 1; Tb, 2; Gd, 3)

Table 3. Hydrogen-Bonding Contacts in 1 3 2H2O 3MeCN

interaction O 3 3 3O (Å) H 3 3 3O (Å) O�H 3 3 3O (deg)

O5�H5 3 3 3O12
a 2.644(4) 1.77(1) 172.0(1)

O12�H12 3 3 3O6
a 2.963(4) 2.02(1) 179.1(1)

O3�H3 3 3 3O13
b 2.745(4) 2.02(1) 156.0(1)

O4�H4 3 3 3O15
b 2.793(4) 1.70(1) 156.1(1)

O5�H5 3 3 3O15
b 2.825(4) 2.15(1) 151.5(1)

O4�H4 3 3 3O14
b 2.734(4) 1.88(1) 161.7(1)

aO12 belongs to the H2O solvate molecule; bAtoms O13, O14, and
O15 belong to the NO3

� counterion.

Figure 2. χMT vsT plots for 1 3 3H2O, 2 3 2H2O, 3 3 2H2O, and 4 3 2H2O
in a 0.1 dc field. The solid lines are fits of the data to the corresponding
theoretical expressions; see the text for the fit parameters.

Figure 3. (Top) Atom-labeling scheme and exchange interactions in
the rhombus of 3 3 2H2O, and the spin alignments in its |ST, SA, SBæ = |3,
4, 7æ ground state; (bottom) labeling scheme and spin alignments in the
ground ST = 0 state of 4 3 2H2O.

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/ic2011106&iName=master.img-003.jpg&w=213&h=170
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on the four edges (Figure 3, top). The long-range M 3 3 3M
interaction is assumed to be zero and is omitted. The corre-
sponding eigenvalues are given by eq 3

EjST, SA, SBi
¼ � J1½SAðSA þ 1Þ� � J2½STðST þ 1Þ � SAðSA

þ 1Þ � SBðSB þ 1Þ� ð3Þ
where ŜA = Ŝ1 + Ŝ3, ŜB = Ŝ2 + Ŝ4, ŜT = ŜA + ŜB, ST is the total spin
of the molecule, and E|ST, SA, SBæ is the energy of state ST arising
from particular SA and SB values.10a,19 A theoretical expression
for the molar paramagnetic susceptibility, χMT, can be derived
using the calculated ST states, their energies E|ST, SA, SBæ, the van
Vleck equation,20 and assuming an isotropic g tensor. This
equation can then be used to fit the experimental χMT vs T data
in Figure 2 as a function of the two exchange parameters J1 and J2
and the g factor.
For 1 3 3H2O and 2 3 2H2O, the presence of strongly aniso-

tropic DyIII and TbIII preclude use of the above approach because
the isotropic spin Hamiltonian of eq 2 is not appropriate. In
contrast, 3 3 2H2O contains isotropic GdIII. Thus, S1 = S3 = 2 and
S2 = S4 = 7/2, and there are 160 ST states with values in the ST =
0�11 range. A satisfactory fit was obtained with J1 = �0.16-
(2) cm�1, J2 =�0.12(1) cm�1, and g = 2.0(1), with temperature-
independent paramagnetism (TIP) held constant at 300 �
10�6 cm3 mol�1; the fit is shown as the solid line in Figure 2.
The exchange parameters are thus very weak, as expected when
lanthanides are involved.4,16,17 The obtained J values identify
the ground state to be |ST, SA, SBæ = |3, 4, 7æ, with a low-lying
|4, 3, 7æ first excited state at 0.57 cm�1 above the ground
state. The individual spin alignments in the ground state are
included in Figure 3(top).
Magnetization (M) vs dc field (H) data were collected for the

0.1�0.5 and 1.8�2.5 K ranges, and these are plotted in Figure S1,
Supporting Information, as M/NμB vs H/T, where N is Avoga-
dro’s number and μB is the Bohr magneton. The data were fit
using the program MAGNET21 as described in the Supporting
Information, employing only data at very low fields to avoid
problems from low-lying excited states. However, we still ob-
tained a fit of only mediocre quality (solid lines in Figure S1,
Supporting Information) with S = 3, g = 2.0(1), and D =
�0.7(2) cm�1. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the magnetiza-
tion at a given field was in the region expected for an S = 3 state
with g≈ 2, whereas S = 2 or 4 gave an unacceptably high or low g,
respectively, lending some support to the conclusion from the
above susceptibility fit that 3 3 2H2O has an ST = 3 ground state.
With the couplings being so weak, the accuracy of the obtained

J1 and J2 values was a matter of concern in terms of both their
exact magnitude and, more importantly, whether they really are
both antiferromagnetic. Both weakly ferromagnetic (F)16,22 and
antiferromagnetic (AF)23 Mn 3 3 3Gd interactions are known, so
the AF J2 for 3 3 2H2O is reasonable. Similarly, MnIII 3 3 3MnIII

interactions can be both F and AF,24 but the central MnIII 3 3 3
MnIII interaction in Mn4 rhombs with the JT axes involving the
μ3�OH� or OR� groups are often ferromagnetic.18 The
possibility that one or other of J1 and J2 might in reality be
ferromagnetic could thus not be discounted. Further, if they
really are both AF, then the triangular subunits within the
Mn2Gd2 core should lead to spin frustration effects
(competing exchange interactions);25 the determined |3, 4, 7æ
ground state corresponds to the individual spin alignments
shown in Figure 3(top) and to those preferred by J2; the parallel

alignment of S1 and S3 thus suggests complete frustration of J1. It
can be argued qualitatively that even though J1 and J2 are
comparable in magnitude, there are four of the latter and only
one of the former, which is thus overcome. Nevertheless, we
decided to analyze the spin frustration patterns in this Mn2Gd2
core in a more quantitative manner and also to assess what to
expect if one or both J1 and J2 are in fact F.
Spin Frustration within the Mn2Gd2 Rhombus. There are

four possible combinations of sign for J1 and J2; in the format (J1,
J2), these are (F, F), (F, AF), (AF, F), and (AF, AF). Two of these
do not lead to spin frustration because J1 and J2 are not
competing: (F, F) leads to a |11, 4, 7æ ground state, the maximum
ST possible for 3, for all relative magnitudes of J1 and J2, i.e., for all
J2/J1 ratios. Similarly, (F, AF) leads to a |3, 4, 7æ ground state for
all J2/J1 ratios. These situations are shown in Figure 4. In
contrast, the (AF, F) and (AF, AF) combinations lead to
competition between J1 and J2, and the resulting spin alignments
and ground state consequently become sensitive to the J2/J1
ratio. We calculated for both combinations the energies
(normalized to |J1|) of all the spin states of 3 as a function of
J2/|J1|, and these are shown in Figure 5. Immediately apparent
are the multiple ground states possible for each combination over
only a narrow range of J2/|J1|. Once the latter exceeds∼0.58 for
(AF, F) and ∼�0.50 for (AF, AF), the ground state is |11, 4, 7æ
and |3, 4, 7æ, respectively. Below these, however, the ground state
is very sensitive to the precise J2/|J1| value, spanning four
different ground states as J2/|J1| approaches zero. The limiting
situation, i.e., |J2| , |J1|, corresponds to pairing up of the MnIII

spins (SA = 0), and the GdIII spins, which are assumed to be
noninteracting in this model, form degenerate SB resultants
spanning SB = ST = 0�7.
As described above, the fit of experimental χMT vs T data for 3

gave J1 =�0.16(2) cm�1 and J2 =�0.12(1) cm�1, whose J2/|J1|

Figure 4. Spin alignments leading to the indicated |ST, SA, SBæ ground
states for a MnIII2Gd

III
2 rhombus for (top) the (F, F) combination of J1

and J2 and (bottom) the (F, AF) combination; F = ferromagnetic, AF =
antiferromagnetic.
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ratio of�0.75 ((0.20) puts it firmly in the |3, 4, 7æ ground state
region of Figure 5(bottom). Returning to the question of
whether J1 and/or J2 might in reality be F, we see that the (AF,
F) possibility (Figure 5, top) predicts much higher ground states
than are consistent with the χMT vs T profile of 3 in Figure 2.
Similarly for the ST = 11 ground state of (F, F) (Figure 4, top).
However, the (F, AF) combination also predicts a |3, 4, 7æ
ground state, and it is in fact completely reasonable for J1 to be F,
as discussed earlier. We thus conclude that analyzing the spin
frustration effects supports J2 being AF but is much less useful in
determining the sign of J1. An additional, and preferably experi-
mental, probe of J1 was clearly needed, and this was in fact the
primary reason we synthesized the isostructural Mn2Y2 complex
4 3 3H2O, which only contains aMnIIIMnIII exchange interaction,
J1 (Figure 3, bottom). The spin Hamiltonian for a dinuclear
complex is given by eq 4 and its eigenvalues by eq 5. For 4 3 3H2O

H ¼ � 2J1ðŜ1 3 Ŝ2Þ ð4Þ

EðSTÞ ¼ � J1½STðST þ 1Þ� ð5Þ
S1 = S2 = 2 and ST = 0�4. The theoretical χMT vs T expression26

was used to fit the data (solid line in Figure 2), giving J1 =
�0.75(3) cm�1 and g = 1.99(1), with TIP held constant at 300�
10�6 cm3 mol�1. The negative sign and small magnitude of J1

thus support the J1 of 3 3 2H2O also being weakly AF. The weak J1
of 3 and 4 is in stark contrast to the much more strongly
antiferromagnetic MnIII 3 3 3MnIII coupling of �31.45 cm�1 in
[Mn2Gd2O2(O2CBu

t)8(HO2CBu
t)2(MeOH)2].

16 This is due
to the two central μ3-O

2� ions in this compound rather than μ3-
OH� as in 3/4. As a result, the MnIII JT axes are oriented
differently in the former to avoid the O2� ions, and thus, the dz2
magnetic orbitals are also differently oriented. A major effect of
the latter is to remove the ferromagnetic dz2/dx2�y2 overlap
between singly occupied and empty orbitals that is a major
contributor to the weakly antiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic
MnIII 3 3 3MnIII coupling in 3/4 and homometallic Mn4 rhombs,
respectively.10a,b,18

Alternating CurrentMagnetic Susceptibility Studies: Slow
Relaxation in Complexes 1 and 2. Alternating current suscept-
ibility data below 15 K were collected in a 3.5 Oe ac field
oscillating at 50�1000 Hz. The in-phase (χ0M, as χ0MT) and out-
of-phase (χ00M) ac signals for 1 3 3H2O and 2 3 2H2O are shown in
Figures 6 and 7, respectively. In both cases, χ0MT decreases
markedly with decreasing temperature but there is still significant
paramagnetism remaining at 1.8 K. In addition, χ0MT for
1 3 3H2O becomes slightly frequency dependent below ∼4 K,
indicating the onset of slow magnetization relaxation vs the ac
field, and indeed, there is a concomitant appearance of a
frequency-dependent χ00M, which is strong (χ00M/ χ0M ≈ 21%

Figure 5. Variation of the spin-state energies of 3 with J2/|J1| ratio for
(top) the (AF, F) combination of J1 and J2 and (bottom) the (AF, AF)
combination. Ground states are labeled as |ST, SA, SBæ.

Figure 6. In-phase ac susceptibility (χ0M) signal, plotted as χ0MT vs T
(top), and out-of-phase (χ00M) signal (bottom) for 1 3 3H2O in a 3.5 Oe
field oscillating at the indicated frequencies.

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/ic2011106&iName=master.img-006.jpg&w=230&h=356
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at 1000 Hz at 1.8 K). For 2 3 2H2O, there is just a trace of a
frequency-dependent χ0MT below 2 K but a clear frequency-
dependent χ00M signal, which is weaker (χ00M/χ0M ≈ 7% at 1000
Hz at 1.8 K) than for 1 3 3H2O, suggesting the peak is further
below the 1.8 K operating limit of our SQUID magnetometer
than the peak for 1 3 3H2O. Nevertheless, the ac data indicate
both 1 3 3H2O and 2 3 2H2O to be new examples of mixed 3d/4f
single- molecule magnets, albeit with rather small relaxation
barriers. Because there are now many SMMs known with such
small barriers, we did not pursue single-crystal studies down to
0.04 K with a micro-SQUID to look for magnetization hysteresis.
The χ0MT vs T for 3 3 2H2O and 4 3 3H2O are shown in the

Supporting Information (Figure S2). The former decreases
markedly with decreasing temperature, consistent with depopu-
lation of low-lying excited states, as suggested by the dc studies.
Extrapolating the plot from∼5 K (to avoid weak intermolecular
interactions that typically affect the lowest temperature data)
gives a value of∼5 cm3 K mol�1 at 0 K, consistent with an S = 3
ground state with g slightly <2, as expected for MnIII. If the plot is
extrapolated from 1.8 K, a value of∼2 cm3 K mol�1 is obtained,
consistent with S = 2, but the above spin frustration analysis
showed that 3 3 2H2O cannot have an S = 2 or 1 ground state, so
this possibility is precluded. In any event, the crystal structure
shows weak intermolecular H-bonded linkages (vide supra), so
the presence of weak intermolecular exchange interactions is

expected. For 4 3 3H2O, the χ0MT vs T plot is∼1 cm3 K mol�1 at
10 K and clearly is heading to 0 cm3 Kmol�1 at 0 K, providing an
independent confirmation that the coupling between the MnIII

ions is antiferromagnetic, as deduced from the fit of the dc data.
Both 3 3 2H2O and 4 3 3H2O exhibit no χ00M signals down to 1.8 K
(Figure S3, Supporting Information).

’CONCLUSIONS

New examples of 3d/4f and 3d/4d tetranuclear clusters have
been synthesized from the reactions of MnIII and LnIII or YIII

sources with hmpH in the presence of a base. These products are
new additions to the very small family of Mn2M2 clusters with a
rhombus topology and a “planar-butterfly” or “incomplete
dicubane” core structure. Complexes 1�3 are rare examples of
carboxylate-free mixed Mn�Ln clusters. There is also only one
previous example of such a compound (with any ligation) that
has μ3-OH

� ions rather thanμ3-O
2� or μ3-OR

�, where the latter
is an alkoxide arm of a chelate. The magnetic study and detailed
analysis of the spin frustration effects possible in MnIII2Gd

III
2

complex 3 together support the MnIIIMnIII and MnIIIGdIII

exchange interactions to all be weakly AF. The spin frustration
analysis of spin state energies as a function of the J2/J1 ratio has
determined how the ground state changes as a function of the
relative magnitude of the competing interactions, and we have
shown how such an analysis can be useful in predicting what to
expect in particular situations. It should be noted that when the
absolute magnitude of the interactions is so weak, this of course
introduces greater uncertainties and potential ambiguities, espe-
cially since other minor effects normally ignored, such as very
weak intermolecular interactions, might not now be completely
insignificant. Nevertheless, in the present case it seems that the
combined data are all consistent with 3 having an ST = 3 ground
state, from J1 and J2 both being AF. In addition, the presence of
the anisotropic DyIII and TbIII in 1 and 2 provides a sufficient
barrier to yield the characteristic slow relaxation of SMMs, albeit
with small barriers. Further work is in progress.
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